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GENERAL DISCUSSION 
GRADABLE ADJECTIVES: 

‘STANDARD RECIPE’ SEMANTIC THEORY 

Rotstein & Winter 2004 

Kennedy & McNally 2005 

Kennedy 2007 

 

Totals (e.g., full – empty, clean, dry): G is total iff s(G) = max(G)) 

Partials (e.g., dirty, wet): G is partial iff s(G) > min(G) 

 

 

 

 

 

Relatives (e.g., long – short):  

G is relative iff s(G) > normC or s(G) < normC, where C is a context 

 

 

empty full 

wet dry 

short long 

Kennedy & McNally 2005, Kennedy 2007 a.o. 

• If a scale has an end-point, it functions as a standard 

• Scale minima: minimizers + adjectives 

• Scale maxima: maximizers + adjectives 

 

Absolutely full, slightly full 

Absolutely empty, slightly empty 

Absolutely dry, ??slightly dry 
??Absolutely wet, slightly wet 
??Absolutely long, ??slightly long 
??Absolutely short, ??slightly short 

Evidence for the adjectival types: 

Combinations with minimizers and maximizers 

 

Tribushinina (2009a, 2009b, 2011a, 2011b) 

• Relatives have other reference points besides the norm. 

• The most crucial are EGO (cf. Russian nizkij ‘low’ vs. 

 nevysokij ‘not tall’) and zero point (see boundedness). 

• There is no one-to-one relationship between an adjectival type 

 and a reference-point type (Tribushinina 2009a:248, 

 contra Bierwisch 1989, Kennedy and McNally 2005). 

 

GRADABLE ADJECTIVES: 

COGNITIVE SEMANTIC THEORY 

Counter-argument #1 

Boundedness: bounded (min/max-oriented); unbounded (norm-

oriented) 

Maximizers + bounded adjectives (completely dry) 

??Maximizers + unbounded adjectives (??completely short) 

BOUNDEDNESS AND MAXIMIZERS 

norm zero point 

long short 

Counter-argument #2 

BUT 

norm 

DISTRIBUTION OF MAXIMIZERS 

CROSS-LINGUISTICALLY 

Tribushinina 2011a 

English (??completely tall, ??absolutely low – Kennedy and 

McNally 2005 a.o.), Dutch (Klein 1997), Swedish (Paradis and 

Willners 2006) 

vs.  

Hungarian (teljesen hosszú ‘completely long’), Greek (τελείως 

χαμηλός ‘completely low’), French  (tout petit ‘entirely small’), 

Russian (sovsem korotrkij ‘completely short’) 

See also other Romance languages (Spanish, Catalan) and 

Slavic languages (Bulgarian, Czech, Polish). 

Sassoon 2011 

slightly + partials >> slightly + totals or relatives 

(based on experimental and corpus English data) 

STATISTICS AND MINIMIZERS 

Tribushinina 2009a 

minimizers + comparatives >> minimizers + positives 

in English and Russian 

Unpredicted by Kennedy & McNally theory 

Counter-argument #3 

Counter-argument #3A 

Counter-argument #3B 
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National Corpus of the Russian language – www.ruscorpora.ru 

QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES 

Do modified gradable adjectives belonging to the same 

semantic category behave uniformly? 

   Maximizers absoljutno ‘absolutely’ and 

   soveršenno ‘perfectly’ combine with  

   positive forms of totals but not with  

   positive forms of partials and relatives. 

   Maximizer sovsem ‘completely’  

   felicitously occurs with positive forms of 

   totals, partials and relatives. 

   Boosters gorazdo ‘far’, značitel’no  

   ‘significantly’ and minimizers nemnogo 

   ‘a little’, slegka ‘slightly’ felicitously  

   combine with comparative (but not  

   with positive) forms of relatives and  

   are infelicitous with comparative or  

   positive forms of totals and partials. 

Adverbs 

DATA 

Method 

Adjectives 

Collecting the data from the National Corpus of the 

Russian  Language. 

4 antonymous pairs of totals and 

partials: 

čistyj ‘clean’ – gryaznyj ‘dirty’, zdorovyj 

‘healthy’ – bol’noj ‘sick’, bezopasnyj ‘safe’ – 

opasnyj ‘dangerous’, suxoj ‘dry’ – mokryj 

‘wet’. 

Maximizers: absoljutno ‘absolutely’, 

soveršenno ‘perfectly’, sovsem 

‘completely’. 

Boosters: gorazdo ‘far’, značitel’no 

‘significantly’. 

Minimizers: nemnogo ‘a little’, slegka 

‘slightly’. 

Calculating relative frequencies of adverbs + adjectives: 

Adverbs 

Note: In this formula, I ruled out all the instances of adverbs under negation 

and before any punctuation mark, which might have biased results. 

(given adverb + given adjective) 

 

(any adverb + given adjective) 

RESULTS 

• soveršenno ‘perfectly’ felicitously 

combines with partials and relatives, 

though absoljutno ‘absolutely’ is very 

rare in such combinations. 

• Different semantics of the maximizers? 

– Unpredicted by Kennedy and 

McNally’s theory. 

• Support: not all totals behave uniformly 

wrt combinations with maximizers. 

Hypothesis #1 rejected 

Hypothesis #3 

Hypothesis #1 

Hypothesis #2 

1 antonymous pair of totals: 

polnyj ‘full’ – pustoj ‘empty’. 

5 antonymous pairs of relatives: 

korotkij ‘short’ – dlinnyj ‘long’, tjomnyj ‘dark’ – svetlyj 

‘light’, bystryj ‘fast’ – medlennyj ‘slow’, sil’nyj ‘strong’ 

– slabyj ‘weak’, tixij ‘low’ – gromkij ‘loud’. 
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Between-class variation of adjectives 

• standard-shifting that takes place in all three adjectival domains: 

totals, partials and relatives. 

• soveršenno grjaznyj ‘perfectly dirty’ – grjaznyj ‘dirty’ has a 

maximum degree of dirtiness (and, therefore, is total). 

• gorazdo čišče ‘far cleaner’ – čišče ‘cleaner’ does not have an 

end-point and even lacks the norm (cf. a similar statement in 

Tribushinina (2009a) for relatives). 

 

Within-class variation of adjectives 

• Lexical semantics of adjectives. 

• polnyj can mean not only ‘full’ but also ‘well-fed’. In the latter 

meaning, it is not total. 

• Metaphorical uses of almost all the adjectives (e.g., ‘dirty’, ‘light’). 

However, no well-formed distribution 

amongst adjectives of each category. 
Hypothesis #2 confirmed 

Hypothesis #3 rejected 
1) slegka+comparative/positive is very 

rare. 

2) gorazdo ‘far’ is used with totals, partials 

and relatives (comp), though 

značitel’no ‘significantly’ and nemnogo 

‘a little’ combine with totals (comp) and 

relatives but are very rare at least with 

some partials (comp). 

FURTHER QUESTIONS 

? If standard-shifting takes place, then we have to assume 

that adjectives (at least in Russian) are not 

straightforwardly associated with a given standard – 

minimal, maximal or contextual. This is in line with Elena 

Tribushinina‘s proposal (adjectival types and scale types, 

which are an instance of reference types, are separately 

stored). 

? Should formal semantics regard infrequent occurrences on 

a par with frequent occurrences found in the corpus and 

account for them?  

? If so, are adjectives under-specified in the mental lexicon 

and contextually saturated becoming either total, partial or 

relative? 

? Or maybe assuming under-specification and regarding 

frequencies, we need to define probability distribution on 

the types of adjectives in the mental lexicon? 

Maximizers + positive forms of adjectives 

Minimizers + positive or comparative forms of adjectives 

BETWEEN-CLASS AND WITHIN-CLASS VARIATION 

totals 

partial 

relatives 
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